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   ABSTRACT 

This paper is focusing on the accent and pronunciation which are very important in 

making an effective speech through a continuous practice. English is extensively 

spoken in the fields of education, research, administration, industry and business. It 

is also used in interviews, group discussions, panel discussions, debates and social 

interactions among the educated elite. The ability to speak English fluently and 

effectively ensures success in life and career. To be able to speak well, one must 

master the art of pronunciation and presentation. For this constant practice and 

guidance are necessary. Accent and pronunciation are corollary to the voice of the 

speaker. A man’s personality and character may be indicated by his voice which is 

unique to every individual. One must modulate one’s voice and utter sounds 

correctly to impress the listeners. This can be trained through practice.  
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 A Turkish proverb affirms that speech is 

silver but silence is golden. However, English is 

extensively spoken in the fields of education, 

research, administration, industry and business.  

English is also used in interviews, group discussions, 

panel discussions, debates and social interactions 

among the educated elite. The ability to speak 

English fluently and effectively ensures success in 

life and career. There is no gainsaying the fact that 

to be able to speak well, one must master the art of 

pronunciation and presentation. To acquire the 

mastery of this art or skill one needs constant 

practice and guidance.  

For instance, the falling tone before a final stressed 

syllable is presented as follows:  

 The boy ˈpassed. The rising tone before a 

final stressed syllable is presented as follows: Did 

the boyˌ pass?  

Similarly, the primary stress indicated by a vertical 

line before the syllable to be stressed is presented 

as , EXAMIˈNATION    

The secondary stress is also indicated by a vertical 

line below the syllable to be stressed as 

EˌXAMINATION. With both the primary stress and 

the secondary stress, the word looks as, 

EˌXAMIˈNATION. However, unstressed syllables do 

not have stress or accent marks. 

 In any given sentence some specific words 

are uttered louder than the others. This is due to the 

mood of the speaker. If wrong words are stressed 

the message or emphasis will change. For instance, 

we may consider the following sentences according 

to the stress employed in each sentence: 

I. ˈHamlet was not mad. (Others may be mad, but 

not Hamlet) 
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II. Hamlet was ˈnot mad.  (Hamlet could be 

anything else, but not mad.) 

III. Hamlet was not ˈmad  (Hamlet could be 

something else.) 

 Usually, the classes of words that are 

stressed are nouns, adjectives, verbs, 

demonstratives, interrogatives, interjections, 

negatives, articles, prepositions and conjunctions in 

different contexts. Similarly, the rise and fall of voice 

in a speech is called intonation. It occurs on the last 

stressed syllable of a sentence. This syllable is called 

the nucleus.  Intonation performs different 

functions, as follows: different types of utterances 

such as statements, requests, questions, commands, 

politeness, friendliness, firmness, doubt, curiosity 

and any important item of speech. Though there are 

no definite rules of pronouncing a word, the speaker 

may follow the practices as given below:  

 The end ‘r’ in a word is not pronounced 

unless it is followed by a word that starts with a 

vowel sound. 

(i) ‘r’ before a consonant  is silent. 

(ii)   Normally, ‘r’ is silent when it occurs 

between two vowels.  

(iii) The inflexional suffixes used for making 

plurals and possessives of nouns and simple 

present tense third person singular forms 

of verbs, are pronounced/s /, / z/ and /iz/ , 

though these suffixes are always 

represented by the letter – s or the letters -

es. The rules are as follows: 

(a)      The suffixes mentioned above are 

pronounced/-s/ after Voiceless Consonants other              

than /s/ , / ʃ/ and / tʃ / 

For example, 

Cats  / kæts/  Cooks / kuks/ Cups   /kʌps/ Coughs / 

kɒfs/ Months  /mʌnθs/ 

(b)  They are pronounced /-z/ after Voiced 

Consonants including vowels , other    than /z// ʒ/   

and /dʒ /    

 For example, 

Bags /bægz/   

Boards  /bɔ:dz/  Calls   /kɔ:lz/    

Cities  /siti:z/        

Comes  /kʌmz/   Cows  / kauz/   

Ears     /iəz/ Goes    /gəuz/ 

Loathes  /ləuðz/ Loves  /lʌvz/   

Plays   /pleiz/ Rubs   /rʌbz/ 

(c) They are pronounced /-iz/ when the root, 

that is , the singular noun   or the    infinitive form of  

the verb ends in /s/ /z/ / ʃ / / ʒ / tʃ/ and / dʒ / 

 For example, 

Buses        /bʌsiz/ Bushes     /buʃiz/            

Catches    /kætʃiz/ 

Edges        /edʒiz/ Garages   /gærɑ:ʒiz/ 

Roses     /rəuziz/ 

(d) The pronunciation of the inflexional 

 endings, –ed or –d in the past and past 

 participle forms of the verb is given below: 

(i)       -id example: 

 Fainted   : faintid Belated :  belatid Painted;  

 painted                     

(ii)  -d after voiced sounds, for example: 

Tagged :  tagd    

Lagged :  lagd    

Robbed : robd   

iii)  -t, after voiceless sounds, for example: 

Packed    : packt    

Rocked:  rockt    

Blessed: blest 

 In the matter of word stress or accent there are 

some widely followed practices. English words have 

one or more syllables. A syllable is a complete sound 

unit. In words containing more than one syllable, 

one or sometimes two syllables sound prominent, 

that is, they receive the stress or accent. The more 

prominent of the two syllables receives the primary 

accent and the other receives the secondary accent. 

While the primary accent mark comes above the 

syllable (ˈHANDSOME), the secondary accent mark 

comes below the syllable (ˌEVALUATION).      

 The accent pattern of English words does 

not rigidly conform to any set of rules and one 

should learn to speak with the right accent by being 

exposed to the right models of speech. However, a 

few conventions for accent patterns are given 

below. 

1. TWO-SYLLABLE WORDS WITH ACCENT ON 

THE FIRST SYLLABLE:    

ˈALWAYS ˈBROTHER ˈCITY ˈDOCTOR ˈENGLISH 

ˈFIGURE    ˈGOLDEN  ˈHONEST ˈIDLE 

ˈJUDGEMENTˈKITCHEN LETTER      

ˈMOMENT ˈNUMBER ˈOPEN ˈPAPER ˈQUESTION 

ˈSYSTEM    ˈTABLE  ˈUNIT             ˈVENTURE 
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2. TWO –SYLLABLE WORDS WITH ACCENT ON 

THE SECOND SYLLABLE: 

AˈBROAD BEˈNIGN CONˈNECT DEˈLIGHT 

EMˈPLOY  FORˈGET  HOˈTEL  

INˈDUCT  Eˈ VENT   FORˈGIVE 

GENˈTEEL  INˈTEND  MAˈCHINE        

NEGˈLECT  OPˈPOSE   

PROˈPOSE REˈTIRE  SUGˈGEST 

TOˈDAY  UPˈON 

3. THREE-SYLLABLE WORDS WITH ACCENT 

ON THE FIRST SYLLABLE: 

ˈACCIDENT ˈBICYCLE ̍ CAPITAL ˈDELICATE 

ˈGLORIOUS ˈHOLIDAY ˈINDUSTRYˈ LIBRARY 

ˈMEDICAL ˈORNAMENT ˈPOPULAR 

ˈQUALITY ˈRELATIVE          ˈSYMPATHY 

4. THREE-SYLLABLE WORDS WITH ACCENT 

ON THE SECOND SYLLABLE: 

ADˈVANTAGE BEˈHAVIOUR CONˈFUSION 

DISˈCOVER EXˈPENSIVE 

FAˈMILIAR IMˈPORTANT PROˈDUCTION 

REˈMEMBER SUSˈPICION                                             

5. THREE SYLLABLE WORDS WITH ACCENT 

ON THE THIRD SYLLABLE: 

ENGIˈNEER INTRODˈUCE RECOMˈMEND 

UNDERˈSTAND 

ACCENTUATION OF WORDS IN TERMS OF SUFFIXES: 

(i) Words ending in –ion as in –tion , -sion, -

cion and –cean have the accent on the last 

syllable but one. 

APPLIˈCATION   CIVILIˈZATION     DEˈCISION 

EDUˈCATION  IMAGIˈNATION OCˈCASION                      

(ii) Words ending in –ian, -eous and –ious are 

accented on the syllable preceding  the 

suffix: 

 MUˈSICIAN ˈCOURTEOUS  

INJˈURIOUS ˈRIGHTEOUS 

(iii) Words ending in –ic , - ical and –ically , 

have the accent  on the syllable preceding 

the suffix: 

                ARˈTISTIC   EˈLECTRICAL ˈBASICALLY 

(iv) Words ending in –ity have the accent on 

the syllable preceding the suffix: 

 ACˈTIVITY CURIˈOSITY

 NEˈCESSITY RESPONSIˈBILITY 

(v) Words ending in –ial have the accent on 

the syllable preceding the suffix:  

ARTIˈFICIAL CONFIDˈENTIAL ESˈSENTIAL 

OFˈFICIAL POˈTTENTIAL                      

(vi) Words ending in –ate , -ise, - ize, -fy, -cracy, 

-crat, -graph, -graphy,-  meter, and –logy 

are stressed on the  third syllable from the 

end. 

  -ATE     -ISE /–IZE     -FY 

ˈEDUCATE             CˈOLONISE          ˈJUSTIFY   

ˈSEPARATE            ˈENTERPRISE            ˈCERTIFY 

ˈCULTIVATE           ˈREALIZE                   ˈBEAUTIFY  

-CRACY                     -CRAT                      -GRAPH DEˈMOCRACY         ˈDEMOCRAT                 ˈAUTOGRAPH 

 BUˈREAUCRACY   ˈ BUREAUCRAT                            

ˈPARAGRAPH            AUˈTOCRACY          

ˈAUTOCRAT               ˈ PHOTOGRAPH        

GRAPHY                                             METER 

 PHOˈTOGRAPHY                                 THERˈMOMETER             

 BIˈOGRAPHY                                       DIˈAMETER 

 SPECˈTROGRAPHY                            PAˈRAMETER 

(vii) Words ending with the suffixes –ain, -aire, -

eer, -ental, -ential, -ette, -ese, - esce,-  

escence, -escent, -esque,-  itis, -ee,and –

ade have the accent on the suffix:   

  -AIN                          -AIRE                     -EER 

OBˈTAIN      MILLIOˈNAIRE       ENGIˈNEER 

MAINˈTAIN        QUESTIONˈNAIRE    CAˈREER     

  -ENTIAL               -ESE                     -ESCE   

 PRESIˈDENTIA CHIˈNESE             COAˈLESCE 

PROVIˈDENTIAL JAPAˈNESE            CONVAˈLESCE         

EXISˈTENTIAL         ASSAˈMESE         ACQUIˈESCE 

  -ESCENCE                                         -ESCENT      

ADOˈLESCENCE                                   ADOˈLESCENT 

EFFERˈVESCENCE                      EFFERˈVESCENT            

CONVAˈLESCENCE                               CONVAˈLESCENT 

-ETTE                   -ESQUE                        -ITIS                    

  CIGAˈRETTE     PICTUˈRESQUE          ARTHˈRITIS        

GAˈZETTE          GROˈTESQUE               NEUˈRITIS 

SILHOUˈETTE BUˈRLESQUE          BRONˈCHITIS 

-IQUE                    -ADE               -ETE   

 PHYˈSIQUE BARRIˈCADE   DEˈLETE                                                                               

UˈNIQUE DEˈGRADE DEPˈLETE                                                                                                                                        

CRIˈTIQUE PERˈSUADE           CONˈCRETE                                                                                                             

TECHNIQUE DISˈSUADE          COMˈPLETE     

(viii) Most  compound words have the stress on 

the first element: 

ˈBLACKBOARD ˈBREAKFAST ˈBLACKSMITH

 ˈDINING ROOM ˈTEA-PARTY 
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(ix) Certain compound words have the stress 

on ‘ever’ and ‘self’. 

HOWˈEVER      MYˈSELF   WHENˈEVER                                                 

YOURˈSELF          WHERˈEVER            HERˈSELF 

(x) In words of three elements, the stress is on 

the second element:  

 HOTˈWATER BOTTLE     WASTEˈPAPER BASKET     

BLUEˈCOLOUREDPEN   WHITEˈCOLLARED GENTRY   

(xi) Prefixes with negative connotations get 

stressed: 

ˈDISLOYAL            ˈDISHONEST       ˈILLOGICAL           

IˈNSINCERE      ˈUNKIND 

(xii) Verbs of two syllables beginning with the 

prefix –dis are stressed on  the last syllable:      

DISˈARM       DISˈCARD     DISˈBAND   

DISPLAY    DISˈCOUNT      DISˈMISS      

DIS’ˈCUSS              

(xiii) Verbs  of two syllables ending in –ate,-ise,-

ize and –ct are stressed on the last syllable: 

DEˈBATE                  BAPˈTIZE              ATˈTRACT    

MIGˈRATE  CAPˈSIZE CONˈNECT                 

VIˈBRATE               COMˈPRISE           REJˈECT                                                                                                                               

LOˈCATE                    SURˈPRISE DEˈTECT                          

 Accent and pronunciation are corollary to 

the voice of the speaker. In fact, a man’s personality 

and character may be indicated by his voice which is 

peculiar to every individual. We may try to 

understand the characteristic features of voice in 

general. Some people have a rich and resonant voice 

while some others have rough and gruff voice. While 

some have a soft and musical voice, others have a 

squeaky voice. It is obvious that no two persons 

have a similar voice. However, they must modulate 

their voice and utter sounds correctly to impress the 

listeners. 

 A modulated tone or voice has four 

features namely, quality, pitch, volume and rate. 

Speakers may have the same degree of the pitch, 

rate and volume, but the quality of voice of no two 

other speakers could be similar. However, with a 

strong will, determination and incessant practice 

one can improve the quality of one’s voice by 

getting rid of harshness, hoarseness, breathiness, 

nasalization, throatiness and the muffled quality of 

the tone. 

 The pitch is the highness or the lowness of 

the voice. The pitch falls or rises according to a 

particular situation. This can be trained through 

practice. The volume of the voice is achieved by an 

efficient use of one’s breath. Since volume and pitch 

sometimes mix up, the voice croaks and squeaks 

resulting in a deafening sound. One must guard 

oneself against undesirable and unwanted 

possibility. The rate of speech depends upon one’s 

emotions. One may speed up or slow down 

according to particular situations. In a speech, one 

should not be too fast. There must be pauses. The 

listeners must be given adequate time to settle 

down. They must also be given a little pause now 

and then. Since listening is an activity of the mind, 

too much speed is unproductive, unprofitable and 

counterproductive.  

 By nature all men are alike, but learning 

and practice make them distinct and different. As 

Mark Twain observed “Cauliflower is nothing but 

cabbage with college education. One’s greatness 

and achievements are of one’s own making. Practice 

and training make a man perfect. Thus accent and 

pronunciation are playing a vital role in making an 

effective speech. Pronunciation is an ornament to 

speech. The students must continuously practice to 

gain the mastery in it. The schools and colleges must 

provide the necessary equipment.  Such a leader’s 

secret of success is his gift of effective speech.  

Recommendations 

1.   A department of  English  has to be  

established  in every college  with   staff   

having sufficient training and experience. 

2.   The course must have a syllabus and a 

system of examinations and evaluation 

with         weight age. 

3    The course must have computer and 

communication laboratories with   good 

soft ware. 

4 In schools  teachers must be trained 

properly  

5 audio visual aids to  be sufficiently provided  

in schools and colleges 

6 Guest lectures by eminent specialists must 

be organized as often as possible. 
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